
Helping you reduce  
overall production costs

Find out how much you could be saving with our FREE Audit 
Call 0845 250 7321 Barnstaple or 0845 250 7322 Derby

Q09202Q06396

To find out more and see what Tex Plastics can do for you visit  
www.tex-plastics.co.uk

Our Barnstaple facility is a clean environment, with extensive 
whiteroom manufacturing capability and was suited to most 
plastic injection moulding procedures. However, increasing 
demand for high-sensitivity moulded components, meant a 
cleanroom moulding operation was required.

Whilst a modular cleanroom cell was found to be the most practical solution, 

it created unacceptable downtime. The answer was to have a cleanroom 

system that incorporated automated clean-air canopies. The 4 zones inside 

the cleanroom are separated by partitions; two for Arburg injection moulding 

machines, a packing area and a goods transfer area. If one machine needs 

decommissioning or servicing, this can safely be done without affecting any of 

the other processes.

Tex Plastics’ mission is to develop higher performing, lower cost solutions for 

our clients – with the new cleanroom we’ve achieved it.

ISO Class 7/8 Cleanroom Injection Moulding Cell

Technical Moulding, Intelligent Polymer Selection and Lean Supply Chain Solutions

Giving Our Customers an Edge  
Over Their Competitors
An ‘edge’ in terms of competitiveness doesn’t come from saving a fraction off the unit costs of a 
few plastic components. It comes from reviewing the manufacturing process holistically, continually 
looking for savings, improvements and eliminating waste.

Working as a strategic partner – not just a supplier

Working with OEM’s from a wide cross section of sectors has enabled 
us to demonstrate that cost reductions are best served by focusing 
on improvement, not on the pure component costs. Reviewing 
logistical needs, product performance and an understanding of 
how it’s deployed has the potential to add much more value. We 
are experts in plastics and lean manufacturing, so the more we 
understand your products, the greater the value we can add.

Whether your products are concept or prototype, or are 
established and ready for a ‘cost down’ exercise

Understanding what’s important to you, your customers and the 
lifecycle of the finished product enables us to identify opportunities to 
optimise manufacturing processes across the supply chain. Innovative 
component development that adds real value. Whether it’s a new 
component or an annual review – you get a more robust and ‘fit for 
purpose’ product, which is manufactured with minimal waste in the 
most efficient way.

DESIGN TO MOULDING FINISHING & ASSEMBLY STOCK TO LOGISTICS

Call us with your component needs 
and we will provide a rapid estimate 
of what we feel your product could 
be produced for. If you decide this 
is of interest then we will proceed to 
produce a Quick Quote, which will 
provide you with a binding contracted 
production price for a set period.

The Free Audit will provide you 
with a ‘no-obligation’ 360 analysis 
of your product and supply chain. 
TEX pursues optimum streamlining 
throughout the entire manufacturing 
process by eliminating non-value 
added services and enhancing your 
manufacturing process. This will be 
under a Non Disclosure Agreement so 
that you can be assured of complete 
confidentiality.

TEX PLASTICS BARNSTAPLE TEX PLASTICS DERBY

Tel: 0845 250 7321
Aviemore Industrial Estate, Barnstaple, Devon EX31 2EU
Fax: 01271 379230   Email: info@tex.co.uk
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Find out how much you could be saving...
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Making you savings 
at every stage in the 
7 step ‘prototype to 
production’ process
Working with you, your product designer 
and our lean manufacturing technicians, 
we implement a design rationalisation 
assessment as a part of the 360˚ review 
processes carried out. Doing this means 
at the start, before any new component 
production starts, Tex Plastics is able to 
deliver a more robust and ‘fit for purpose’ 
solution. The manufacturing process 
is designed with minimal waste from 
prototype to delivery of the components 
or finished product.

Our team are focused on helping you 
develop higher performing, lower cost 
solutions for your products. Which means 
when the process has been designed, it is 
reviewed to an agreed timeframe of volume. 
This process is to ensure your component 
supply chain is streamlined, with reduced 
lead-times and maximises the cost-
effectiveness of the component produced.

Have you got a product design you want 
to prototype?
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Inventor develops award-
winning product with a little 
help from TEX Plastics

How do you run a PRV discharge 
from a pressurised water cylinder 
to a foul waste or soil pipe without 
letting foul odours escape? When 
experienced and respected plumber 
Russell Armstrong set about solving 
this problem, he thought there must 
be a product out there. There wasn’t 
and he then set out on his journey 
to invent the solution through to 
launching an award winning product.

Where to start if you’ve got a great idea?

Tex Plastics have a wealth of experience in water 
heaters and creating solutions for pressurised 
water systems. Russell felt confident they would 
understand the purpose of the product he’d 
invented.

Tex helped Russell go through each 
stage of the 7 step development process

This was to ensure the product was fit for 
purpose and ultimately, the production of the unit 
would be as efficient as possible and minimise 
quality related issues.

To give Russell the best commercial start to his 
project and minimise capital outlay, Tex Plastics 
arranged to have the tooling made in a lower 
cost-based country.

Tex Plastics helped Russell achieve 
his vision

Input in the design helped adopt best moulding 
principles and ultra thin product moulding hit 
the hotun usability requirements. Selection of an 
advanced polymer enhanced aesthetics which 
reduced finishing costs, whilst different fixing 
techniques reduced the assembly cost.

Would you like a 360˚ review on a product you 
are thinking about having injection moulded?

Smart Metering boxes get 
new ‘smarter polymer’

Battery powered data loggers and 
electronic pressure controllers are used 
for water and gas distribution networks 
to remotely monitor usage through ‘smart 
meters’. Tex Plastics were approached 
by a leading ‘smart meter’ manufacturer 
to help develop its range of innovative 
products which enable the efficient meter 
reading of water, gas and LPG networks.

Next generation water heater 
has improved performance 
at reduced cost

When designing ‘next generation’ 
products making notable improvements 
in performance, appearance and saving 

‘manufacturing costs’ is the name of the 
game. Which is why Tex Plastics work 
with manufacturers to explore every 
avenue to achieve these goals.

60% reduction in cost for 
ophthalmic device

The ultra-widefield imaging Ophthalmic 
Device needed to be for desktop use with 
an ergonomic body designed to increase 
patient comfort, as well as make it easier 
to correctly position the eye for image 
capture. Ultra-widefield imaging provides 
clinicians with a much broader view of the 
retinal periphery, which can translate to 
earlier recognition of disease progression 
and potentially treatment intervention.

Designed for use in explosive 
atmospheres

With such a critical piece of equipment, 
potentially located in a demanding and 
challenging environment, products needed 
to be intrinsically safe. Tex Plastics were 
approached to help revise the outer-casing, 
which protects the sensitive electronics from 
the elements.

Stronger new advanced polymer 
also enhanced the aesthetics, 
reducing finishing costs

With a redesign of tooling and the change 
of polymer this resulted in an ultra thin 
moulding was achievable and enabled us 
to hit the clients usability requirements. It 
also enabled different fixing techniques to 
be adopted, further reducing finishing costs. 
These changes impacted upon the clients 
inventory, which could be reduced and their 
supply chain shortened – further reducing 
the manufacturing costs.

Engineered heat stable  
metal replacement components

One such saving was through replacing 
metal components with injection moulded 
components which improved commercial 
competitiveness whilst continuing to deliver 
WRAS approved status.

Innovation is about seeing the 
whole picture

Only through looking at each element as a 
part of the whole manufacturing process, 
through a collaborative approach working 
with the client, results in significant cost 
reductions. Redesigned tooling enabled unit 
costs to be reduced. Several components 
were consolidated into a single moulding, 
reducing production and assembly costs. 
This in turn reduced the clients inventory, 
shortened their supply chain and reduced 
packaging costs. Looking at how everything 
within a project interconnects enables the 
team here to add real value whilst delivering 
significant ‘cost down.’

Advanced technical polymers 
ensured the housing was comfortable, 
hygienic and hypoallergenic

Understanding how the product worked 
and needed to perform, from the positioning 
of the patients eye was invaluable in the 
development of the right solution. Working 
closely with the client the team at Tex Plastics 
were able to add value to the process with 
expert polymer selection. Understanding 
the importance of comfort influenced the 
moulding and fixing techniques to contribute 
to the ground breaking device for vitreo-
retinal specialists and ophthalmologists.

Multiple complex parts, simplified 
into a single moulding

With a redesign of tooling and the change 
of polymer, it enabled ultra thin moulding 
to hit the clients usability requirements. 
Consolidation of parts into a single assembly 
also shortened lead-times, so even with 
Intensive testing and product validation, the 
clients supply chain shortened – further 
reducing the manufacturing costs. 

Tex Plastics were approached to help drive 
cost down for a long established product.

The design team at Tex Plastics worked 
with the client to optimise production via 
a 360˚ review

Understanding the order volumes based 
upon the previous two years patterns 
enabled the technical solutions manager to 
identify significant savings for the renewed 
contract period.

Redesigned tooling enabled unit costs 

to be reduced. Several components 

were consolidated into a single moulding, 

reducing production and assembly costs. 

This in turn reduced the clients inventory, 

shortened their supply chain and reduced 

packaging costs. Looking at how everything 

within a project interconnects enables the 

team here to add real value whilst delivering 

significant ‘cost down.’

Plastic dry verge capping replaces the need 
for a mortar to provide a strong, weather 
tight solution for all large format concrete 
interlocking tiles. 

Critically this new system meets BS 5534 
requirements and NHBC guidelines

The system is compliant to the requirements 
of BS 5534 as a means of mechanically fixing 
verge tiles. Each verge unit is simple and fast to 
install and offers the stepped appearance of a 
traditional mortar bedded verge.

REPLACEMENT of uPVC with Polypropylene 
reduces ‘dry verge cappings’ unit cost

With advances in technical polymers, the 
development of this UV stable product has 
brought about significant changes in the options 
available to anyone thinking about using plastic 
as an external construction material. The new 
polymers can bring several benefits, from fire 
safety to shortened lead-times. The introduction of 
a new replacement material goes through intensive 
testing to ensure validation and compliance.

Shower refresh reduces costs for long established product Roofline component review reduces price per unit and is greener

Personal emergency 
response device

With an ageing population, more people 
living alone and increased legislation 
for lone workers, personal emergency 
response devices are no longer just for 
the frail and infirm. Which is why when 
Sara Murray began developing state 
of the art, proprietary technology for 
locating individuals with unparalleled 
speed and accuracy – she wanted 
an equally forward thinking injection 
moulding supplier.

Designed to be worn 24 hours a day

Pressing the alert buttons for help, or if 
the system detects the wearer may have 
fallen, the 24hr monitoring service can find 
information about your location, talk to you 
through the device and notify emergency 
contacts. It can also monitor activity levels 
during the day and sleep patterns at night. So 
a key consideration of the design was comfort.

Advanced technical polymers 
ensured the wristband was 
comfortable, waterproof and 
hypoallergenic

Understanding how the product worked and 
needed to perform, from sensing motion, to 
detecting falls and communicating wirelessly 
was invaluable in the selection of the right 
solution. Working closely with the client, 
the team at Tex Plastics were able to add 
value to the process with expert polymer 
selection. Understanding the importance 
of comfort influenced the moulding and 
fixing techniques to contribute to the award 
winning wristband.
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